Orca
killer whale - wikipedia - the killer whale or orca (orcinus orca) is a toothed whale belonging to the oceanic
dolphin family, of which it is the largest member. killer whales have a diverse diet, although individual
populations often specialize in particular types of prey. orca: differential bug localization in large-scale
services - we have designed orca, a tool that orion’s oces are actively using to localize bugs (section 5). we
provide an evaluation of orca for bugs found in the orion service (section 6). to the best of our knowledge, ours
is the ﬁrst study of a bug localization tool deployed on a large-scale enterprise service. we have evaluated orca
on48post ... e-purse regional monthly pass/pugetpass monthly pass ... - e-purse is transportation value
stored on your orca card and used like cash to pay your fare. the minimum value you can add to your e-purse
is $5. the maximum stored value you can have on your e-purse is $300. regional monthly pass/pugetpass a
regional monthly pass lets you travel on all transit services in the region for a specified period of ... examples
for input files - university of connecticut - orca can be downloaded for free from our orca website. after
signing the license agreement and sending it back to the mpi for bioinorganic chemistry you will get the access
code for downloading the orca binaries for your platform. ... examples for input files ... orca retail locations soundtransit - 06/27/2019 orcacard 1 add value to your current orca card or to buy a new adult orca card. for
a reduced fare orca card call 888-988-6722 / tty relay: 711, or visit your local transit agency. orca faq 5.15 seattle - orca opportunity is a pilot program funded for 12 months, june 2019 – may 2020. beyond this point,
the program will be subject to funding availability. 15. in the future, will more tenants in low-income housing
be eligible for orca opportunity? using the organizational readiness for change assessment ... - using
the organizational readiness for change assessment (orca) in planning for implementation a worked example
anne sales salesann@umich configuring arrays on hp smart array controllers reference ... - orca is a
rom-resident array configuration utility that executes automatically during initialization of an hp smart array
controller. this utility is designed to enable a logical drive to be configured on a new hp server before the
operating system is installed: the orca responsibility and care advancement (orca) act - captivity
decreases orca life spans. in the wild, the average lifespan for males is 30 years and for females is 50 years. in
captivity, most die before they reach the age of 25. one recent scientific analysis found that captive orca
survivorship is the same as a wild population struggling with habitat degradation orca: wildlife notebook
series - alaska department of fish ... - orca the killer whale (orcinus orca) was first known as the “whale
killer” or “killer of whales” because they were observed to kill and eat whales. the term “whale” was previously
used as a common name for the larger marine mammals in the order cetacea, which includes whales,
dolphins, and porpoises. the killer whale - welcome to orca network - killer whale: editor’s introduction 2
whalewatcher whalewatcher 3 by robert pitman thirty-five years ago, when i first started going to sea, a quite
different killer whale roamed the world’s oceans. it was a single, worldwide species and the ultimate omnivore,
capable survey participation agreement - orcama - survey participation agreement this survey
participation agreement contains all of the terms and conditions (the “terms") which govern your participation
in any of mgma’s electronic survey questionnaires (each a the harmful effects of captivity and chronic
stress on the ... - the orca telencephalon is characterized by three elaborated concentric tiers of limbic,
paralimbic and supralimbic tissue. one measure of the profound corticalization of orca brains is that the
cerebrum constitutes an average of 81.5% of the total brain volume, compared with an average of 76.2% for
humans (wright et al., 2016). as a result,
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